Compass: Computer-Aided Breast MRI
Analysis to Maximize Efficiency and Economics
Would you recommend your current MRI-CAD system to a colleague?
Systems available on the market today require a five-figure payout each year for
support and separately sold upgrades are comparatively expensive; all while
providing just a handful of core features that are used the most. Compass
computer-aided analysis for breast MRI provides real-time visualization, improved
economics and efficiency, and offers flexibility with installation on your own PC.
With Compass, upgrades and award-winning product support are included.

Efﬁcient, Accurate, Cost Effective
Study Processing
For Dr. Gary Wood, Medical Director at Northwest
Women’s Imaging in Tucson, AZ, the integration of
Compass into his practice represented an
opportunity to continue delivering a high level of
care, increase efﬁciency and reduce costs.

Compass Breast MRI Analysis


Compass offers the next generation of analysis;
real-time processing, customized hanging
protocols, morphology visualization and no
re-processing. Compass is a software only
solution which runs on your hardware.



Designed by industry leaders using the latest
technological advances, Compass can be
offered at a competitive price; typically less than
the standard MRI CAD service agreement.



Compass provides every tool needed to
efficiently interpret breast MRI studies.

A long time MRI-CAD user, Dr. Wood realized
that true integration of his MRI software had to
be accomplished at the PACS – softcopy review.
Compass’ deep integration into our MIS for
clinical data reporting and tracking, as well as our
multimodality reading workstation was ideal.
“The move from our existing, free-standing breast
MRI-CAD system to Compass has allowed us to be
more streamlined and efﬁcient; the process was
easy and cost-effective”, said Dr. Wood.

Caution: Federal law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.

Compass Breast MRI Analysis
By automating analysis of breast MRI, Compass
provides radiologists with the time sensitive
information needed to maximize productivity when
interpreting and reporting complex studies.
Compass makes economic sense as a software only
program – costing tens of thousands less than the
typical MRI-CAD system.
Delivers:


Enhanced workflow with studies ready to read in
just a few moments.



Reliable way to process all of your studies – no
"failures to process."



Easy to use, intuitive user interface that requires
no on-site "super user."



Real-time, dynamic threshold setting and peak
series adjustment that allows for no downtime
while study is reprocessed.



Easy installation; Compass software can be
loaded onto any minimum specification PC.



Complete breast MRI reporting, tracking and
practice statistics when integrated with PenRad.
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